Scandinavia | An introduction

WELCOME
TO SUNVIL

Welcome to Sunvil and to our specialist Scandinavia programme.
Inside this brochure you will find holidays designed by passionate
travellers just like you: experiential holidays in authentic destinations
that will allow you to discover the real country. Think culture, gastronomy,
wine and unmissable sights and experiences that will forge unforgettable
memories. This is a Sunvil holiday - your Sunvil holiday.
Whilst our range of destinations continues to grow, our ethos and
customer promise remains unaltered. Our philosophy is based on
trust, passion and personal relationships, not only with our customers
but with those who live and work in our destinations.
Our reservation experts, many of whom have been with us for
many years, are passionate about our destinations and, through
their personal, first-hand knowledge can answer any questions that
you may have. They are well qualified to advise and recommend,
based on your own holiday criteria. We can point you to those
special, little-known places, some not found even in guidebooks.

Hamnoy, The Lofoten, Norway

Our holidays are trips that we ourselves enjoy and would choose
for our friends and family. We endeavour to treat you, our customers,
as we would expect to be treated.
In these uncertain times, it is more important than ever that we strive
to retain consistency and high levels of customer service. I guarantee
that our specialist teams will be there from start to finish, that our
descriptions are honest, and that every property featured has been
vetted. You can, of course, contact me or any of the team directly
should you have any questions or issues that you would like to raise.
I hope that Sunvil can introduce you to the real Scandinavia this year.

Noel Josephides, Chairman
Email: noel.josephides@sunvil.co.uk
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100% Financial Protection
Sunvil is a fully bonded tour operator.
Our air travel inclusive holidays are
ATOL protected by the Civil Aviation
Authority. Accommodation and land
arrangements are protected by ABTA.
Our promise
We promise to provide great
value, expertly tailored holidays
in unspoiled destinations across
the world, coupled from start
to finish with personal service
and attention to detail.

Value for money
Our aim is to offer you the very best
service and holiday arrangements
possible, whether you choose a 3 star
experience or 5 star arrangements.
Customer service
We set high standards for ourselves
and our team; we hope that you will
find our service levels to be friendly and
efficient, with a personal, caring touch.

ABTA No.V6218

020 8758 4722 www.sunvil.co.uk
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Welcome to the
real Scandinavia
At any time of year, from the northern lights
of winter to the midnight sun of summer,
the Scandinavian countries provide some of
the most unspoiled destinations in the world
amidst a staggering array of spectacular,
inspirational and dramatic wilderness scenery.
We have loved exploring the countries of
Sweden, Norway and Denmark in search of
holiday inspiration and hidden gems. This
region and its people have firmly engrained
themselves on our hearts and we look forward
to sharing our experiences with you.

4 | Sunvil

020 8758 4722 www.sunvil.co.uk

Sami reindeer herder, Swedish Lapland
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Something for everyone

Flexibility

Scandinavia is a region sculpted by nature and one that cannot
fail to impress. From the spectacular landscape of the Norwegian
fjords to the extensive pine and birch forests, mountain ranges,
a long and varied coastline and fascinating cities, there is
much to discover. Not forgetting the delicious local produce,
world-class museums, boutique shops and art galleries.

Within the following pages and on our website you will find a
selection of holiday itineraries. These itineraries are not fixed, they are
just examples designed to give you an idea of what is feasible within
different time frames and a realistic idea of cost. City breaks, fly-drive
holidays, multi-country trips and Northern Light and winter activity
holidays are available, and all can be individually tailored to you.

Michelle and Yasmin

Let us guide you

Meet the team

Our knowledge allows us to guide you with confidence and to design
a holiday itinerary that will suit your specific requirements. We know
our featured properties and destinations and are happy to answer any
questions you might have. We pride ourselves on offering a highly
personal service and good value for money.

Our specialist reservations team is on hand at every step of your holiday
journey, from your initial holiday enquiry through to your return from
Scandinavia. Holiday enquiries can be discussed over the telephone and
by email – whichever method is the most convenient to you.
Team members Cristiana, Michelle, Rebecca, Rosanna and Yasmin

Choose a Scandinavian adventure with Sunvil for your next
holiday. We promise that you will not be disappointed.

Telephone number 020 8758 4722
Email discovery@sunvil.co.uk
Website www.sunvil.co.uk

020 8758 4722 www.sunvil.co.uk
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